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FREDERICK STEWART BUCHANAN ed A good time
coming mormon letters to scotland salt lake city university
of utah press 1988 xxiixvii 319 ppap 249524.952495

reviewed by malcolm thorp professor of history at brigham young university

this book appears as volume 4 in the university ofutah press

utah centennial series the letters printed in the present volume
edited by professor fred S buchanan of the university of utah are
a substantial portion 140 out of 180 of a collection discovered in
the home of james macneil in ayr scotland in 1964 and are now
available at the university of st andrews they represent letters
written to the macneil family from friends and relatives in
england scotland the united states australia canada and
burma professor buchanan has carefully edited those letters that
were written by mormon emigrants in america from 1853 to 1904

As we leamlearn from buchanansbuchanannBuchanans helpful introduction the
macneil family that appear in these letters resulted from the
marriage in 1847 of david macneil a young miner to ann beaton
boggie thompson a widow eighteen years his senior shortly after
their marriage the couple joined the LDS church at airdrie
lanarkshire in addition to five stepchildrenstep children john thompson the
eldest is the most important here as he was to emigrate to america
in 1856 the family soon expanded with the births of five children
john bomborn in 1847 and james bom 1855 were to become utah

settlers in the early 1870s david macneil had started life in
prosperous circumstances only to see his prospects disappear
following the deaths of his parents forced by pecuniary want into
the iron mines david and his large family appear to have led a
marginal existence thus the sons followed their father into the
mines at early ages john thompson was at least fourteen

buchanan lays no claim that these letters are representative of
the thousands of letters that must have been written in the nine-
teenth century yet few such letters have survived for example a
search of the extensive archival files of the national registry of
archives in london reveals the existence of only a few comparable
monmormonmonnonnon letter collections and these collections are far less exten-
sive and less insightful than the macneil correspondence the
letters are especially valuable for the personal reflections on
conditions in utah by both faithful saints and those who became
disenchanted

according to buchanan these particular communications
tend to defy common stereotypes that have portrayed all monmormonscormonsnons
as alike in their responses to their church their environment or
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even to their kith and kin xiv these are not faith promoting
xv letters of unwavering devotion to the church they also reflect

a perception of mormonsimMormonsim as al a humbug 70 john macneil
complained that a 11 they preach about hear is water ditches field
fences canyon roads cooperative stores & such like things
105 6 both john and his brother james witnessed much lying

deceit drinking swearing and ill education in mormon society
although they also remarked that fornication was less prevalent in
zion than in the old country polygamy also appears as an issue
being passionately defended by john marshall a family friend
who nevertheless admitted that the practice has been grossly
taken advantage of by damned mean curses 120 however
john macneil appears to have been disillusioned by this practice
see 182 and he wrote that there were more people in utah who did

not believe in polygamy than who did whereas john became
disaffected there is a great deal of hokeypokey about it 1791179
and eventually completely rejected mormonism james was able to
see goodness beyond human frailties and remained a faithful saint
to the end of his life

the letters to the MacmacnelisNeils represent the experience of
common people who did not prosper yet who were always antici-
pating a good time coming in the future death and tragedy are
major themes of the five macneil family members and friends
who wrote back to scotland four met untimely deaths three of
these in the prime of life only john marshall lived to see a good
time coming in utah marshall an ironworker was involved in a
smeltingsmellingsmelting furnace in salt lake city that brought him considerable
success on the other hand james brady a young irishman who
knew the MacmacnelisNeils in the airdrie LDS branch and went to utah in
1853 was killed in a rock slide at a quarry in red butte canyon in
august 1854 john thompson left for zion as a zealous convert in
1856 but never made it to utah after serving in the american civil
war thompson eventually settled in illinois plying the precarious
trade of a coal miner and joining the reorganized LDS movement
thompson wrote in january 1874 as regards to our prosperetyprosperityProsperety in
woreldeyworeldey things we have not increased much 169 in 1875 he
was killed from a fall in a coal mine john macneil followed the call
to zion in 1870 the most frequent writer in this volume he often
saw prosperity on the horizon but never attained it he too ended
life a victim of accident dying in 1903 in a cave in at a park city
utah mine james macneil followed his elder brother to utah in
1873 after suffering various ups and more frequent downs as a
miner james ventured into the arizona territory in 18811881 where he
prospered briefly as a teamster and farmer but in 1884 he drowned
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while trying to cross the swollen gila river one can only conclude
that there is an element of pathos in these experiences and this is
reinforced when we learnleam that five out of the ten children of john
macneil preceded their father to early graves

although the promise of material prosperity in zion proved
illusory the letters reflect freedom from what the emigrants con-
strued to be economic oppression in britain james brady believed
scotland to be a land oftyrinyoftyrinytyrina 6611 john macneil wrote laying
mormonism aside this is a better country for A poor man than the
old country ten times over 92 the impression here is that
conditions in the mining industry were far superior to those they
had encountered in scotland with higher wages and less arduous
work demands according to john macneil 1I have got some life
and energy in me here which seemed to be dead in me there
scotland after A days work 142 utah however had its draw-

backs it is a hard life a miner has in this country you may get
pretty constant work for a few months but you pay six or seven
dollars for board here then lay idle for a few months no not idle
but travelling about sometimes with a roll of blankets on your back
sometimes without and all the time paying away money for rail-
road 163 competition with lower paid chinese laborers strike-
breaking initiatives by bosses and economic recessions made
mining a precarious trade coping with these reverses as well as the
grinding physical demands eventually wore heavily on john
macneil he came to conclude this mining in this country is to
rough a life for A man to stand long no matter how stout he is
it is beginning to wear me old 218

buchanan has fulfilled his editorial task in an admirable
fashion his frequent footnotes reveal extensive reading of primary
and secondary sources that allows him to illuminate the context of
the letters he also adroitly leads his readers through the labyrinth
of colloquialisms and paleographical mazes making these letters
enjoyable to read but some niggling points need mentioning
buchanan states that john macneil became an agnostic although
there is no evidence for this it would be more plausible to argue
that macneil had drifted into infidelity a pattern of rejection of
organized christianity that he was no doubt familiar with from his
scottish experience the book is generally free from typographical
errors and other such stylistic gremlinsgremlinggrem lins one exception being the
improper spelling of thorpe on pages 12 13 butgut these minor
points should not distract the reader from the significance of the
letters or detract from buchanansbuchanannBuchanans achievement as editor


